
MADE  IN
AMERICA

IS IT 
USED
OR IS IT
UNISOFT?

Unisoft is located in a historic mill

building in Torrington, Connecticut.

The Unisoft  One  support surface is

manufactured in-house on equipment

developed exclusively by the Unisoft

Team. Our entire company operates

within the same building, including

Customer Support, allowing us to

provide the highest level of customer

satisfaction.

www.unisoftone.com 

info@unisoftone.com

860.482.6848

 

65 New Litchfield St.

Torrington, CT 06790

UNISOFT
ONETM

The world's first 
single patient use
healthcare mattress.

UNISOFT ONE IS PROTECTED
BY US PATENTS 6,775,868,

6,817,050, 7,174,589, 10,173,369
AND OTHER US AND

FOREIGN PATENTS AND
PATENTS-PENDING

Find Us

Unisoft Medical Corporation

It's not guaranteed
clean, unless it's a 
Unisoft One. The new standard of care in

pressure ulcer prevention
and infection control.



including the
prevention of pressure
ulcers and protection
from infections caused
by traditional reusable
healthcare mattresses.

WE ARE PROUD TO BE AFFILIATED

WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT'S

HEALTH CARE CENTER THROUGH THE

TECHNOLOGY INCUBATOR PROGRAM. 

A safe, clean, hospital grade,

single patient use
therapeutic support surface
that's made in the U.S.A. and
affordably priced. 

WE BELIEVE
EVERYONE 
HAS THE RIGHT
TO SAFE CARE,

Visit us at
www.unisoftone.com
to learn more. 

Lightweight. 
The Unisoft One mattress and

pump system weighs just 6lbs

and ships straight to your door

in a hassle-free 24" x 24" box. 

Simple.
The Unisoft One sets up in

minutes and requires no

training or professional

medical experience to

assemble and operate. Simply

unfold, place on bed, attach

the pump, and turn on. 

Responsible.
The Unisoft One support

surface is made in the United

States from high quality, non-

toxic, recyclable materials.

Durable.
The Unisoft One has been

expertly developed to last a

standard patient's length of

treatment and is 100%

guaranteed for one year. 

Clean.
Unlike traditional medical

mattresses, the Unisoft One is

guaranteed to be brand new and

unused - made just for you. Both

the mattress and pump can be

cleaned with bleach to maintain

cleanliness during use.

Effective.
Our unique “low pressure

alternating pressure” provides

effective pressure redistribution

and relief without hard spots or

annoying motion. Firmness is

easily adjusted with a control

dial on the pump. The integrated

side rails make exiting and

entering the bed easy and safe.

We use state-of-the-art pressure

mapping and independent

laboratory tests to validate the

comfort and effectiveness of the

Unisoft One. Pressure mapping

results compare favorably to

mattresses costing more than

ten times as much.

Absolutely revolutionary.
The Unisoft One is the first and

only of its kind and will set the

standard for modern care

practices moving forward. 


